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LESSON 1
Crystal Reports Review

Topics Covered

 Review exercise.

Introduction

Before we introduce new topics, let’s review the topics covered in the introductory/intermediate course
by building a practice report that reinforces the following:

Creating a connection.
Organizing fields into the report sections.
Controlling sections using the section expert.
Creating groups and group summaries.
Using formulas to create content.
Creating a chart.
Using parameters to filter a report.
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 Exercise 1: Review of Basic Report
Building

 45 to 60 minutes

In this exercise, you will create a new report about the sales people of Adventure Works Cycles.

1. Show the following information for each sales person:

A. Full name (using a formula)
B. Phone number
C. Date of birth
D. Last year’s sales

2. Total all sales figures.

3. Group sales people by sales territory and region.

Note

There will be two groups based on a conditional formula that represents the regions
and then the sales territories. For the US territories, show the specific territory name
followed by “United States”.

4. Name the report SalesReport.rpt and save it to your ClassFiles\cry2011-advanced-
review\Exercises folder.
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Solution

The following steps represent one possible solution to the exercise:

1. From the menu, select File > New > Blank Report.

2. In the Database Expert dialog box, expand to the ClassFiles\Data\AdventureWorks.mdb
node. (If you have not already established this connection, see the appendix.)
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3. Double-click the Employee, Contact, CountryRegion, SalesPerson, and SalesTerritory
nodes.

4. Select the Links tab.

5. Click the Clear Links button. Click Yes to confirm that you want to clear the links.
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6. Create the following links between the tables:

A. Link the ContactID field of the Contact table to the ContactID field of the
Employee table.

B. Link the EmployeeID field of the Employee table with the SalesPersonID field of
the SalesPerson table.

C. Link the TerritoryID field of the SalesPerson table with the TerritoryID field of
the SalesTerritory table.

D. Link the CountryRegionCode field of the SalesTerritory table with the
CountryRegionCode field of the CountryRegion table.

7. Click OK.

8. From the menu, select View > Field Explorer to show the Field Explorer pane.

9. In the Field Explorer, select the Formula Fields node and click the New icon in the Field
Explorer toolbar.

10. In the Formula Name dialog box, type “Name” and click OK.
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11. In the Formula Workshop - Formula Editor - Name dialog box, type the following in the
formula editor:

{Contact.FirstName} & (If IsNull({Contact.MiddleName}) Then "" Else " " & {Con  ↵↵
tact.MiddleName})& " " &{Contact.LastName}

12. Click the Check icon to verify the formula.

13. Click Save and close.

14. Click and drag the following fields, in the order indicated, from the Field Explorer to the
Details section of the report. Use the text in parentheses as the field title:

A. Name formula field (“Sales Person”)
B. Contact.Phone (“Phone”)
C. Employee.BirthDate (“Date of Birth”)
D. SalesPerson.SalesLastYear (“Sales Last Year”)

15. Right-click the BirthDate field and select Format Field.

16. In the Format Editor dialog box, on the Date and Time tab, click March 01, 1999.
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17. Click OK to close the dialog box.

18. Adjust the widths of the fields as needed.

19. In the Field Explorer, select the Formula Fields node and click the New icon in the Field
Explorer toolbar.

20. In the Formula Name dialog box, type “SalesTerritory” and click OK.
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21. In the Formula Workshop - Formula Editor - Sales Territory dialog box, type the following
in the formula editor:

{SalesTerritory.Name} & (If {SalesTerritory.CountryRegionCode} = "US" Then "
United States" Else "")

22. Verify the formula and click Save and close.

23. In the Experts toolbar, click the Group Expert icon.

24. In the Group Expert dialog box, locate and expand the SalesTerritory node and then
double-click the Group field.

25. Locate and double-click the Sales Territory formula field.
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26. Click OK.

27. Move the Group #2 Name over.

28. Click the Section Expert icon.

29. In the Section Expert dialog box, in the Sections list box, select Group Header #2 and click
Insert. Click OK.
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30. Select all field titles, move them to the Group Header #2b, and click the Bold icon in the
Formatting toolbar.

31. Adjust the width of any fields along with their corresponding field titles as needed.

32. Move all of the fields to the right, adjusting them accordingly.

33. Right-click the Sales Last Year field and select Insert > Summary.
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34. In the Insert Summary dialog box, verify that “Sum” is selected in the Calculate this summary
drop-down list, and then in the Summary location section mark the Add to all group levels
check box.

35. Click OK.
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36. Increase the height of Group Footer #1, Group Footer #2, and the Report Footer. Move
each summary down to the bottom of the section.

37. Click the Insert Line icon. In the Group Footer #1 and the Group Footer #2 section, draw
a line just above each summary field.

38. Format each line to suit you by right-clicking the line object and select Format Line.

39. In the Format Editor dialog box, change the width to 2 pt and click OK.
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40. Draw a box around the Report Footer Summary.

41. Create labels for each summary by doing the following:

A. Click the Insert Text Object icon. Move the cursor to the Group Footer #2 section
near the middle of the report and click.

B. In the text object, type “Sales for”.
C. In the Field Explorer, expand the Group Name Fields node, drag the Group #2

Name field into the text object, and then type a colon (“:”) at the end.
D. Right-click the summary field in the Group Footer #2 section and select Cut.
E. Right-click the text object and select Edit Text. Go to the end of the text, add a

space, and then right-click and select Paste. Click outside of the text object.
F. Expand the text object to the far-right side of the Group Footer #2 section.
G. With the text object still selected, click the Bold and Align Right icons.
H. Repeat for each remaining summary.
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42. Click the Insert Text Object icon. Move the cursor to the top left corner of the Report
Header section and click.

43. Type “Adventure Works Cycles Sales People Report” inside the text object. Click outside of
the text object.

44. Move the text object into the upper-left corner of the Report Header section and expand the
text object to the other end of the Report Header section.

45. Click the Bold and Align Center icons.

46. From the Font Size drop-down list, select “20”.

47. Expand the text object vertically to ensure that the text is completely visible. Also adjust the
height of the Report Header section to ensure that the text object is not too close to the field
titles.

48. Save the report as “SalesReport.rpt”.

49. Preview the report.

50. Click the Insert Chart icon. Move the mouse cursor to the far-left side of the Group Header
1 and click.
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51. A chart is placed in your Group Header 1b, you may need to right-click and choose Chart
Expert if it does not open on its own.

52. In the Chart Expert dialog box, select the Type tab. In the Choose your chart type list box,
select Bar.

53. Select the Data tab.

54. Confirm that the CountryRegion.Name field is listed in the On change of drop-down and
that the Show drop-down has Count of Customer.AccountNumber is listed.
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55. Click OK.

56. Resize the chart object to fit in the subreport.

57. Preview and save the report.
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58. Select the Design tab.

59. In the Field Explorer, select the Parameter Fields node and click the New icon in the Field
Explorer toolbar.

60. In the Create New Parameter dialog box, replace the text in the Name field with “p_territory”.

61. Verify that "String" is selected in the Type drop-down list and that "Static" is selected in the
List of Values drop-down list. In the Value Options area, locate the Prompt Text and replace
it with "Enter the Territory", then click OK.

62. Click the Select Expert icon.
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63. In the Choose Field dialog box, double-click SalesTerritory.Group. Click OK.

64. In the Select Expert -- Record dialog box, select "is equal to" from the drop-down list of
conditions.

65. In the second drop-down list, select the "{?p_territory}" option which represents the
SalesTerritory.Group parameter field.

66. Click OK.

67. Preview the report. The Enter Values dialog box prompts you for a territory name.

68. In the Enter p_territory field, type “Europe” and then click OK.
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69. Review the report. Notice that only customers in Europe appear on the report.

After some formatting adjustments, the report should look similar to the following:

Conclusion

In this lesson, you have learned

To complete a introductory/intermediate Crystal Reports review exercise.
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LESSON 2
Working with SQL

Topics Covered

 The SQL SELECT statement.

 Joining tables.

 Adding a SQL command to a report.

 Using SQL Expressions in a report.

Introduction

Throughout this course we have been using a relational database as our data source. Though there are
many other data repositories available, relational databases are the most often used. The language we
use to extract and update information in a relational database is referred to as Structured Query
Language, or SQL. With SQL, we can use the Database Expert (Add Command to Report) to build
a database command that we call a query.
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In this lesson, we will explore SQL and see how it works within a database system. Additionally, we
will see how we can use SQL directly in Crystal Reports.

❋

2.1. The SELECT Statement

Data is only helpful if we are able to see it and use it. To acquire data from a relational database, we
use the SELECT statement from SQL. The SELECT statement is the basic command for acquiring
information from a relational database.

Since we are using an Access database for our reports, we’ll use the Database Expert (Add Command
to Report) to build a database command that will contain the SQL.

 2.1.1. Working with SELECT Statements

Selects all of the fields from a Contact table.

SELECT * FROM Contact

Note

The database may be case sensitive, so you may need to use the exact name for the
schema, tables, and fields.

Selects only certain fields from the Contact table.

SELECT ContactID, Title, FirstName, MiddleName, LastName, EmailAddress, Phone
FROM Contact

❋
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2.2. The WHERE Clause

During this exploration of SQL, we will look at some of the features that we are familiar with in Crystal
Reports and see how they work in SQL. The first feature we will look at is filtering. To create a filter
within a SQL statement, you need to use a WHERE clause.

 2.2.1. Filtering with a WHERE Clause

Selects certain fields from Contact table who have the last name of Brown.

SELECT ContactID, Title, FirstName, MiddleName, LastName, EmailAddress, Phone
FROM Contact
WHERE LastName = 'Brown'

❋

2.3. The ORDER BY Clause

To sort report data using SQL, you need the ORDER BY clause.

 2.3.1. Using ORDER BY Clauses

Selects certain fields from Contact table ordered by last name, first name, and contact ID in descending
order.

SELECT ContactID, Title, FirstName, MiddleName, LastName, EmailAddress, Phone
FROM Contact
ORDER BY LastName, FirstName, ContactID
DESC

❋

2.4. Joins

As we have seen in Crystal Reports, most reports require the use of more than one table from the data
source. While not all data sources are relational databases, the main reason we use relational databases
as a primary repository for data is that we can effectively limit the amount of data we store by eliminating
some of the redundancy. To accomplish this, we use multiple tables in the database. Since these tables
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belong to a relational database, we need to be able to link them together. The link we create is called
a join and we create a join by linking two tables with a common field.

In Crystal Reports, we have been handling joins by linking tables together on the Links tab of the
Database Expert. Behind the scenes, Crystal Reports turns these links into SQL JOINs.

 2.4.1. Joining Tables Together

We are seeking individual customer information that contains the customer’s name and account number
along with sales order information including the order number, the sales subtotal, the tax amount for
the sale, and the freight charges.

SELECT AccountNumber, FirstName, MiddleName, LastName, SalesOrderNumber, SubTotal, TaxAmt,
Freight
FROM Customer INNER JOIN Individual ON CustomerID = CustomerID INNER JOIN Contact ON
ContactID = ContactID INNER JOIN SalesOrderHeader ON ContactID = ContactID

❋

2.5. SQL Commands

While there is a great deal of flexibility built into Crystal Reports with respect to querying data, there
are some cases when building and using your own query may be better than using the SELECT
statements built by Crystal Reports. First and foremost, a report may be faster with a well-crafted
SELECT statement. Additionally, there are many specialized queries that cannot be built using Crystal
Reports either because of the complexity of the query itself or the database-specific functionality that
is needed for the query. Thus, Crystal Reports provides us with the means to create a report based on
a SELECT statement rather than adding tables with relationships through the Database Expert.

 2.5.1. Using a SQL Command

We will create a new report using the SELECT statement that we already discussed.

1. From the menu, select File > New > Blank Report.

2. In the Database Expert, in the Available Data Sources tree, expand the
C:\ClassFiles\Data\AdventuerWorks.mdb node and double-click Add Command.
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3. In the Add Command To Report dialog box, add the following query in the Enter SQL
query in the box below list box:

SELECT ̀ Customer`.`AccountNumber`, ̀ Customer`.`CustomerType`, ̀ Contact`.`First  ↵↵
Name`, `Contact`.`LastName`, `SalesOrderHeader`.`SubTotal`, `SalesOrderHead  ↵↵
er`.`TaxAmt`, `SalesOrderHeader`.`Freight`
FROM(`SalesOrderHeader` `SalesOrderHeader` INNER JOIN `Customer` `Customer` ON 
`SalesOrderHeader`.`CustomerID`=`Customer`.`CustomerID`) INNER JOIN `Contact` 
`Contact` ON `SalesOrderHeader`.`ContactID`=`Contact`.`ContactID`
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4. Click OK. Note that the Selected Tables list box contains an entry called “Command”.

5. Click OK.

6. In the Field Explorer, expand the Database Fields > Command node.
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7. Drag the following fields, in order, to the Details section of the report:

FirstName

LastName

Freight

TaxAmt

SubTotal

8. Preview the report. Save the report with the name “Customer2.rpt”.
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❋

2.6. SQL Expressions

When we use formulas in Crystal Reports, they are evaluated by the report. In some cases, it is more
efficient to have the formula evaluated by the database server. To accomplish this, the formulas need
to be handled by the database system using its particular version of SQL. Fortunately, we have the
means to do this in Crystal Reports using SQL Expressions.

SQL Expressions can be used instead of a formula field to achieve the same result; however, a SQL
Expression is evaluated by the database server and the result is passed back to the report on the client.
The expression used, of course, must be compatible with the database system on which the data source
is based; therefore, the SQL Expression you write for a SQL Server database may differ from the
equivalent expression for an Oracle database. Still, in those cases where a complex formula is necessary,
using a SQL Expression may be the optimal solution.

 2.6.1. Using a SQL Expression

We will replace the current Line Total formula field in the Customer report with a SQL Expression
field.

1. Open C:ClassFiles\cry2011-working-with-SQL\Demos\Customer.rpt and select the
Design tab.

2. In the Field Explorer, right-click the SQL Expression Fields node and select New.
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3. In the SQL Expression Name dialog box, type “Line Total” and click OK.

4. In the Formula Workshop - SQL Expression Editor - Line Total dialog box, type the
following in the expression editor:

SalesOrderHeader.SubTotal + SalesOrderHeader.TaxAmt + SalesOrderHeader.Freight

5. Verify the expression and then click Save and close.

6. In the report, remove the current Line Total formula field and replace it with the new Line
Total SQL Expression field.

7. Move the new field title to the Group Header #2b section.

8. With the field title selected, click the Bold and Underline icons.
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9. Preview and save the report.
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 Exercise 2: Using SQL Expressions in
Reports

 15 to 30 minutes

In this exercise, we will use a SQL Expression field to help improve the performance of the Sales Order
report.

1. Create a new Line Total field using a SQL Expression and replace the existing Line Total
formula field.

Conclusion

In this lesson, you learned:

About the SQL SELECT statement and its different parts.
How to make a JOIN within a SQL SELECT statement.
How to add a SQL command to a report.
How to use SQL Expressions in a report.
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LESSON 3
Advanced Functions

Topics Covered

 Report processing.

 Evaluation time functions.

 Variables.

 for loops.

 while do loops.

Introduction

In this lesson, you will learn about report processing and how the evaluation time functions work,
about variables, about for loops, and about while do loops.

❋

3.1. Evaluation Time Functions

When we preview or print a report from Crystal Reports, we do not see the work required to produce
the output. In Crystal Reports, it is possible for the report processing to pass over the data up to three
times. In fact, there are actually five potential steps involved in processing a report:

Pre-Pass #1 -- Before passing through any data, the report will evaluate all formulas that are
not based on field values. This allows these constant formulas to be evaluated once and the
results used throughout the reporting process.
Pass #1 -- This is the first time that the report reads the records from your data source. In this
step, most of the basic operations such as retrieving data and grouping and sorting are
performed.
Pre-Pass #2 -- When special ordering and grouping is needed for a report, it is handled in this
phase after the regular sorting and grouping have already been performed.
Pass #2 -- This is the step of the process in which report formatting is actually performed. In
addition, objects that are dependent on elements that were processed during Pass #1 are
processed. In particular, this is the step when running totals, subreports, and group selection
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formulas are evaluated. Note that this step is performed on demand (if Pass #3 is not required),
so the individual pages are not completely processed until they are viewed or printed.
Pass #3 -- The total page count is determined during this step. This step will not run unless
a Special Field based on the total page count is used in the report.

To help us take advantage of these steps, Crystal Reports has several built-in functions that allow us
to change when items are evaluated during report processing. These functions are more like instructions
to the formula about when it should be processed. Note, however, that sometimes we cannot use these
functions to evaluate an item before it would normally be evaluated since it would not be ready to be
processed and would result in an error message.

The four evaluation time functions are as follows:

PurposeFunction

This function is used during the Pre-Pass #1 step and forces the formula to
be evaluated before reading any records. The function is primarily used to
ensure that a constant formula is processed prior to the Pass #1 step.

BeforeReadingRecords

This function is used during the Pass #1 step and forces the formula to be
evaluated when reading through the data. This can be used to prevent a
constant formula from being processed during Pre-Pass #1 as well as ensuring
that a formula has been processed prior to the Pre-Pass #2 step.

WhileReadingRecords

This function is used during the Pass #2 step to force a formula to be evaluated
while formatting the pages of the report. This can be used to prevent constant
formulas from being processed during Pre-Pass #1, to prevent formulas from
processing in the Pass #1 step, and to wait for Pass #2 to run.

WhilePrintingRecords

This function is used to ensure that a formula is evaluated after another
formula. This can be useful when one formula is dependent on the result of
another formula.

EvaluateAfter(x)

❋

3.2. Working with Variables

Variables act as placeholders for real data that is yet unknown, and when a value is entered or calculated,
the variable will then temporarily hold that value for use later. Once a variable has passed the value to
its proper destination, we often use code to reset it back to a null or 0 value, making it ready for use
again.

Variable Scope referred to the reach the variable and where it may be used. Crystal Reports has the
following variable scopes.
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Local - Limited to a single formula and they may not share the value with another.

//local variable
Local NumberVar x;
x := 5;

Global - Limited to the main report and may be used throughout the report, but not used by
the subreport.

//global variable
Global NumberVar x;
x := 5;

Shared - Limited to the main report and may be by the subreport.

//shared variable
Shared NumberVar x;
x := 5;

Basic rules must be followed in Crystal Reports when working with variables.

Variables must be declared before we are allowed to use them.
They must be given a unique name that does not match any existing name used in Crystal
Reports to the data source.
There are seven basic data types that we may use to declare a new variable.

NumberVar
CurrencyVar
StringVar
BooleanVar
DateVar
TimeVar
DateTimeVar

Variable can only hold one data type. Once they have been assigned a type, they may not be
altered later to hold a different value type.

Local StringVar z := "Hey World";

❋
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3.3. For Loops

There are many ways to evaluate data in Crystal Reports. When you have a preset number of times
something should happen, a For Loop is a good choice.

The following example would give each person with children the number of children at home times
3.

Local numberVar i;
Local numberVar kidAmt := {Individual.NumberChildrenAtHome};
Local numberVar tickets := 0;
for i := 1 to kidAmt do tickets := tickets + 3;
tickets;

❋

3.4. While Do Loops

When we know the number times something should happen, the For Loop is a good choice. What
happens when we don’t know the number of times? In this case, a While Do Loop could benefit us by
using a condition to test; if that test is true, then the loop occurs. Once the condition is false, the loop
will complete that cycle, and then cease to run.

The following example would render the result of “7” as the number is it the seventh place.

Local StringVar inPhrase := "Where 2 Go";
Local NumberVar strLen := Length (inPhrase);
Local NumberVar result := -1;
Local NumberVar i := 1;
While i <= strLen And result = -1 Do(Local StringVar c := inPhrase [i];
If NumericText (c) Then result := i;
i := i + 1;);
result

 3.4.1. Working with Variables and Loops

1. Open cry2011-advanced-functions\Demos\Customer.rpt and select the Design tab.

2. In the Field Explorer, right-click the Formula Fields node and select New.

3. In the Formula Name dialog box, type “kidsRaffleTickets” and click OK.
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4. In the Formula Workshop - Formula Editor - kidsRaffleTickets dialog box, type the
following in the expression editor:

Local numberVar i;
Local numberVar kidAmt := {Individual.NumberChildrenAtHome};
Local numberVar tickets := 0;
for i := 1 to kidAmt do
tickets := tickets + 3;
tickets;

5. Verify the expression and then click Save and close.

6. Move the new field to the Details section.
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7. With the field title selected, click the Bold and Underline icons.

8. Preview the report and scan through the pages for individuals with kids.
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9. Save and close the report.
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 Exercise 3: Working with Variables and
Loops

 15 to 25 minutes

In this exercise, you will use Variable and Loops to calculate the delay encountered if a shortage occurs.
If a shortage does occur, the regular days to manufacture is multiplied by 2.

1. Open cry2011-advanced-functions\Exercises\SalesOrder.rpt and select the Design
tab.

2. Create a formula to handle the forecast of a times 2 delay in time for product manufacturing.

3. Move the new field to the Details section.

4. Format to fit.

5. Preview the report.

6. Save and close the report.
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Solution

The following describes one possible solution to the exercise.

1. Open cry2011-advanced-functions\Exercises\SalesOrder.rpt and select the Design
tab.

2. In the Field Explorer, right-click the Formula Fields node and select New.

3. In the Formula Name dialog box, type “DelaySchedule” and click OK.

4. In the Formula Workshop - Formula Editor- DelaySchedule dialog box, type the following
in the expression editor:

Local numberVar i;
Local numberVar dayAmt := {Product.DaysToManufacture};
Local numberVar totalDelay := 0;
for i := 1 to dayAmt
do totalDelay := totalDelay + 2;
totalDelay;

5. Verify the expression and then click Save and close.

6. Move the new field to the Details section.
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7. With the field title selected, click the Bold and Underline icons.

8. Preview the report.

9. Save and close the report.
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Conclusion

In this lesson, you have learned

Report processing and how the evaluation time functions work.
About variables.
About for loops.
About while do loops.
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LESSON 4
Geographic Mapping

Topics Covered

 Geographic map based on a data source.

Introduction

Crystal Reports has the ability to extract data from a source and display it based on geographic location.
This data can be displayed using several map models included. Each time the report runs, the data is
updated.

❋

4.1. Geographic Maps

 4.1.1. Map basics

Only a basic address, some numeric data to summarize, or count of records is needed to create the
geographic map. The numeric data is used to set the frequency as displayed in the map itself.

There are five map types available:

Ranged: Map intervals are assigned a specific color by range value.
Equal Count: Map intervals are assigned to be as close to equal as possible based on the numeric
quantity of the summary values.
Equal Range: Map intervals are assigned to be equal based on the individual regions and then
summary values.
Natural Break: Map intervals are calculated based on difference between summary of values
and the average of values per interval.
Standard Deviation: Map intervals break at the average of the data values.

Based on the section that we add the map, the scope of data and number of maps displayed throughout
the report will match the scope of the section.
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 4.1.2. Adding a Geographic Chart

We will add a map chart based on the the number of customer in each region to the Customer report.

1. Open cry2011-geographic-mapping\Demos\Customer.rpt and select the Design tab.

2. Click the Insert Map icon.

3. In the Map Expert dialog box, select the Data tab. In the Layout area, select Advanced.
Choose CountryRegion.Name for the Geographic field and the On change of area. Choose
Customer.AccountNumber for the Map values area.

4. Select the Type tab, choose Ranged. Click OK.
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5. A chart is placed in your Report Header a, you may need to right-click and choose Chart
Expert if you need to make changes.

6. Format if needed to make room for everything.

7. Preview report.
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8. Save and close.
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 Exercise 4: Adding a Geographic Map
 15 to 25 minutes

In this exercise, you will add a geographic map to a report based on number of products sold in each
city.

1. Open cry2011-geographic-mapping\Exercises\SalesOrder.rpt and select the Design
tab.

2. Place a chart in your Report Header a based on Address.City for the Geographic field and
the On change of area. Choose Product.Name for the Map values area.

3. You may need to right-click and choose Chart Expert if you need to make changes.

4. Format if needed to make room for everything.

5. Preview report.

6. Save and close.
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Solution

The following describes one possible solution to the exercise.

1. Open cry2011-geographic-mapping\Exercises\SalesOrder.rpt and select the Design
tab.

2. Click the Insert Map icon.

3. In the Map Expert dialog box, select the Data tab. In the Layout area, select Advanced.
Choose Address.City for the Geographic field and the On change of area. Choose
Product.Name for the Map values area.

4. Select the Type tab, choose Ranged. Click OK.
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5. A chart is placed in your Report Header a, you may need to right-click and choose Chart
Expert if you need to make changes.

6. Format if needed to make room for everything.
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7. Preview report.

8. Save and close.

Conclusion

In this lesson, you have learned

To create a geographic map based on a data source.
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LESSON 5
Establishing a Database Connection

Topics Covered

 Creating a new database connection.

Introduction

In this lesson we will learn to create a new database connection to the AdventureWorks database.

❋

5.1. Connecting to the AdventureWorks Database

1. From the menu, select File > New > Blank Report.

2. In the Database Expert dialog box, expand the Create New Connection > Access/Excel
(DAO) node.
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3. Select the Make New Connection node. The Access/Excel (DAO) wizard starts.

4. Click the Open icon.

5. Locate and select C:\ClassFiles\Data\AdventureWorks.mdb.
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6. Click Open.

7. Click Finish.

8. Choose the tables you need and proceed.
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Conclusion

In this lesson, you learned how to create a new database connection.
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